PROGRAM FOR
THE LAUNCH OF THE HARBOUR CIRCLE, 29 MAY
11:00-17:00 LAUNCH OF THE HARBOUR CIRCLE
The official inauguration of the Harbour Circle will take place at the northern end of Havnegade from 11:00-13:30. Copenhagen Major of Technical and Environmental Affairs Morten Købøl and Director of the Danish Cyclist Federation Klaus Bondam will hold speeches. Bring your bike or rent one locally and join them when they inaugurate the Harbour Circle with a bicycle parade starting from Havnegade and continuing over the bridges of Krogstrupbro, Bryggebroen and Bryggebrogren before returning to Havnegade via Kalvebod Brygge and Christians Brygge, a route totalling 7km. Havnegade will be a celebration zone with on-stage music and deep immersion in addition to bicycle concerts, bicycle stalls and bicycle coffee and food vendors. The event is hosted by Master Fatman on his cargo bike. Come and join the party!
HAVNEGADE, 1058 KØBENHAVN K
www.karmakajen.dk

11:30-16:30 BIKE PARADE ALONG THE HARBOUR CIRCLE
After the initial bike parade there will be regular departures of cycling tours all day from Havnegade along the new route. We invite all cyclists to visit our information tent at Havnegade and get a map of the route and a few good tips on the many activities along the Harbour Circle. Join us at Havnegade for the whole trip or for just a section of the route – whatever suits you best!
HAVNEGADE, 1058 COPENHAGEN K
www.færørenner.org

11:00-17:00 THE HARBOUR CIRCLE ‘KARMA QUAY’
Karma Kajen (‘Karma Quay’) presents the first bike concert along the route with music starting from 11:30. The bike concert ends with a performance on stage at Havnegade around 14:30. In addition to featuring a tandem team and a bike concert, a ‘karma deejay’ will keep the music spinning from the stage all day.
www.karikajen.dk

11:00-17:00 FREE GUIDED SEA KAYAK TOURS AT 13:00, 14:00, 15:00 AND 16:00
Now is your chance to test whether sea kayaking might be right for you! Join a free 2-hour test trip with a professional guide and get a great kayaking experience. At Kayak Republic and Kayak Mær, the palm trees will welcome you to a floating beach lounge. Here you can enjoy hot coffees and great food in the early summer sun. So please drop by and say hi! Free guided sea kayak tours at 13:00, 14:00, 15:00 and 16:00.
www.kayakrepublic.dk

11:30 SEVEN-KILOMETRE SOCIAL RUN ALONG THE HARBOUR CIRCLE
Enjoy the unique harbour environment on a friendly and charming run. The recreational club Running Copenhagen invites everyone to take part in a 7km social run where experiences along the harbour have a social focus. We will run together at a pace of about 6 minutes/kilometre. Along the route there will be entertainment, music and the encouraging sound of bicycle bells from the Ciclocco cycling team.
THE RUNNING STARTS AND FINISHES AT BØRSKAJ 12, 1221 COPENHAGEN
www.running-copenhagen.dk

11:00-15:00 GREEN BIKE RIDE ALONG THE HARBOUR CIRCLE
Buying a cargo bike can be a big investment. The environmental office ‘Miljørett Indre By – Christianshavn’ seeks to promote green mobility in the city. If you are considering buying a cargo bike but would like to experience what everyday life is like with such a bike you can become a test family and borrow a cargo bike for up to 3 months. Visit the Miljøpunktet bike stand and learn more – and take a ride along the Harbour Ring with the family in a cargo bike.
HAVNEGADE, 1058 COPENHAGEN
www.a2z.dk

10:00 TO 17:30 COPENHAGEN BICYCLES – THE DANISH EXPERIENCE
Begin your cycling experience at the Copenhagen Bicycles store, which offers bikes for hire. Knowledgeable guides look forward to showing you around on bike rides along the Harbour Circle starting at 11:00. The store also offers support services such as compulsory air for your bike tires and a cloth to wipe your bike clean. Do like the Danes – and hop on a bike!
NYHAVN 44, 1058 COPENHAGEN
www.copenhagenbicycles.dk

11:00-17:00 OPEN HOUSE AT FÆSTNINGENS MATERIALGÅRD/BLOX
Learn more about the BLOX project – the new home of the Danish Architecture Centre. The project exhibition at Fæstningens Materialgård will be open. Here you can enjoy free coffee and fruit in the rose garden. Visit the BLOX exhibition and also see a model of the new combined bicycle and footbridge set to cross the harbour from Vester Voldgade. And have a chat with representatives from the urban development foundation Realdania, construction company Züblin, the Danish Architecture Centre and BLOXHUB. You can also cross the temporary footbridge reaching over Frederiksholms Canal. Learn more about Copenhagen of the future!
BLOX FÆSTNINGENS MATERIALGÅRD – FREDERIKSKHOLMS KANAL 30, 1220 KØBENHAVN K
www.blox.dk

11:00-17:00, 12:00, DISCOVER VESTERBRO AND ITS WATERFRONT
Head out on a trip along the Vesterbro waterfront – along its current location and where it used to be years ago. Guides from the district committee Vesterbro Lokalråd will tell stories along the way about Skibbroen, Enghave Brygge and Diesellokke, the freight railway yard, Sønder Boulevard, Kødbyen and Kalvebod Brygge. We meet at Bryggebrogren and finish at DieselHouse in Enghave Brygge. The guided tour is in Danish.
DEPARTURE FROM HAVNEHOLMEN BY BRYGGEBROEN, 1561 COPENHAGEN
www.vesterbrolokaludvalg.kk.dk
www.vesterbrolokaludvalg.kk.dk

11:00, FROM THE HARBOUR CIRCLE TO VESTERBRO
Join a bike ride from the city’s waterfront into the heart of the Vesterbro neighbourhood. Local guides from the district committee Vesterbro Lokalrådvalg will introduce you to some of the area’s unique locations, including Sønder Boulevard, Enghaveparken, Humleby, Carlsberg and the freight railway yard. The meeting point is Bryggebrogren and the tour finishes at DieselHouse in Enghave Brygge. The guided tour is in Danish.
DEPARTURE FROM HAVNEHOLMEN BY BRYGGEBROEN, 1561 COPENHAGEN
www.vesterbrolokaludvalg.dk

13:00, FROM THE HARBOUR CIRCLE TO THE COMMUNITY CULTURAL CENTRE
The exhibition ‘The Harbour Then and Now’ highlights the city’s waterfront. Earlier this year, Copenhagen Photo Festival arranged tours on land and on water reaching every corner of the harbour. In addition, Copenhagen Museum opened a photo competition inspired by archive photos from selected locations along the harbour. The best photos can now be experienced at the exhibition ‘The Harbour Then and Now’ at the community cultural centre Kulturhuset Islands Brygge. Come to the opening event and award ceremony at 15:30.
KALVEBØDE BOLIGE OG KULTURHUSET ISLANDS BRYGGE
www.copenhagenphotofestival.com

12:00, DISCOVER VESTERBRO
THE RUNNING STARTS AND FINISHES AT BØRSKAJ 12, 1221 COPENHAGEN
www.running-copenhagen.dk
www.blox.dk
www.karmakajen.dk
www.kayakrepublic.dk
www.running-copenhagen.dk
www.a2z.dk
www.copenhagenbicycles.dk
www.blox.dk
12:00-16:00, DIESEL ENGINES AND THE INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE OF THE HARBOUR
Experience Denmark’s industrial maritime history, especially Copenhagen’s old B&W shipyard. As part of the guided harbour tours, DieselHouse will start up its museum diesel engines at 13:30, 14:30 and 15:30. There will also be an opportunity to buy snacks, wine, soft drinks, beer and coffee at affordable prices. The guided tours are in Danish.
DIESEL HOUSE, ELVÆRKSVEJ 50, 2450 COPENHAGEN
www.dieselhouse.dk

12:00 TO 14:15, SWIMMING AT ISLANDS Brygge Harbour Bath with KVIK KASTRUP
12:00 to 12:45. If you are new to open-water swimming then drop by and learn how to make a safe start!
12:45 to 13:30. Beginner’s training for the energised.
13:30 to 14:15. Children and youngsters aged 8-16 are offered lessons in lifesaving.
You will need to wear a wetsuit – and there are only a limited number of suits available for loan.
THE HARBOUR BATH, ISLANDS Brygge 7, 2300 COPENHAGEN
www.kvikkastrup.dk

12:00-15:30, GUIDED WALKS TO PAPIROEN, ARSENALØEN AND HOLMEN
Experience the Copenhagen harbourfront between the bridges of Knippelsbro to Indehavebroen in the company of the association ‘Vild med Amager’ (Crazy about Amager). There are guided walks from Knippelsbro to the North Atlantic House in the company of local professional guides, who will tell you about the development of the harbour from naval and merchant port to passenger ferry hub – and about today’s recreational waterways open to everyone. Departures at 12.00, 12.30, 13.00, 13.30, 14.00, 14.30, 15.00, 15.30. The guided tours are in Danish.
WATERBUS STATION AT KOLLERUP
HAVNEBUSSTOPPESTEDET VED KNIPPELSBRO

12:00-16:00, FISHING BY SLUSEN
Come and experience aquatic life in the harbour. Copenhagen Harbour offers high water quality and rich aquatic life with plenty of eelgrass, algae, sea creatures and fish. There are herring, cod and flatfish in the harbour, but also many other lesser-known species. The environmental school Dresunds-miljøskole will introduce you to some of the well-known and also lesser-known aquatic residents. If you are lucky you might even see a seal by the Sluice. The guided tour is in Danish.
VED SLUSEN 20, 2300 COPENHAGEN
www.groen.kk.dk/alt-om-02/aktivitetsstedet/oeresunds

12:00 AND 14:00, EXPERIENCE THE HARBOUR CIRCLE BY BIKE
Join a guided bike ride along the Harbour Circle and experience the amazing diversity of green spaces and new emerging dockland districts – everything that makes Copenhagen such a dynamic and liveable city. The guided tour is in Danish.
THE DANISH ARCHITECTURE CENTRE, STRANDGADE 27B, 1401 COPENHAGEN
www.dac.dk

12:00, 13:00 TO 14:00, 15.00 AND 16:00.
DISCOVER THE HARBOUR CIRCLE FROM THE WATER
Discover the beautiful nature and emerging waterfront districts along the Harbour Circle - from the water. Every hour at the top of the hour you can hop aboard and enjoy the guided boat tours free of charge departing from the Danish Architecture Centre. The tours take you all along the Harbour Circle and will introduce you to the current urban development of the harbour. The guided tour is in Danish.
DANISH ARCHITECTURE CENTRE, STRANDGADE 27B, 1401 COPENHAGEN
www.dac.dk

10:00-17:00, EXPERIENCE 52 WORLD CITIES IN A PHOTO EXHIBITION
The Danish Architecture Centre offers free admission to the exhibition ’52 Days, 52 Cities’ featuring photos by acclaimed photographer Iwan Baan. The exhibition highlights traditional architecture as well as ultra-modern developments. The Danish Architecture Centre also serves refreshments on their waterfront terrace.
DANISH ARCHITECTURE CENTRE, STRANDGADE 27B, 1401 COPENHAGEN
www.dac.dk

11:00-17:00, THE NORTH ATLANTIC IN COPENHAGEN
The North Atlantic House is located in the district of Christianshavn next to the Indehavebroen bridge. The large heritage warehouse from 1767 is steeped in history. Experience the sculpture exhibition ‘Standing Pictures’ by Faroese artist Hans Pauli Olsen as well as music and delicious North Atlantic food on the quayside. Throughout the day there are guided tours in and around the North Atlantic House, and their school service will host activities for children. Drop by! The guided tour is in Danish.
THE NORTH ATLANTIC HOUSE, STRANDGADE 91, 1401 COPENHAGEN
www.nordatlantens.dk

11:00-17:00, EXPERIENCE SYDHAVNEN OF THE HARBOUR WITH KVIK KASTRUP
Explore the transformation of Sydhavnen from industrial harbour to an urban dockland district with modern architecture. The local guides from the district committee Kongens Enghave Lokaludvalg will relate stories about the urban dockland district with modern architecture. The guided tour is in Danish.
DEPARTURE FROM THE WATERBUS STATION BY TEGHLOMSBROEN, 2450 COPENHAGEN
www.kongensenghavelokaludvalg.kk.dk

13:00 DISCOVER SYDHAVNEN BY PEDAL POWER
Discover the transformation of Sydhavnen from industrial harbour to an urban dockland district with modern architecture. The local guides from the district committee Kongens Enghave Lokaludvalg will relate stories about the industrial heritage, including the Frederiksholm brickwork, the B&W foundries, the shipyards and local automobile factories. The tour ends with a small detour to the charming fishing harbour and to Tippen – an area of natural beauty – and the romantic cultural centre of Karens Minde. The tour starts by the Teglholms-broen bridge and ends at Karens Minde. The guided tour is in Danish.
DEPARTURE FROM THE WATERBUS STATION BY TEGHLOMSBROEN, 2450 COPENHAGEN
www.DieselHouse.dk

12:00-15:30, GUIDED WALKS TO PAPIROEN, ARSENALØEN AND HOLMEN
Experience the Copenhagen harbourfront between the bridges of Knippelsbro to Indehavebroen in the company of the association ‘Vild med Amager’ (Crazy about Amager). There are guided walks from Knippelsbro to the North Atlantic House in the company of local professional guides, who will tell you about the development of the harbour from naval and merchant port to passenger ferry hub – and about today’s recreational waterways open to everyone. Departures at 12:00, 12:30, 13:00, 13:30, 14:00, 14:30, 15:00, 15:30. The guided tours are in Danish.
WATERBUS STATION AT KOLLERUP
HAVNEBUSSTOPPESTEDET VED KNIPPELSBRO

11:00-17:00. THE NORTH ATLANTIC HARBOUR BATH WITH KVIK KASTRUP
11:00-17:00. THE NORTH ATLANTIC HARBOUR BATH WITH KVIK KASTRUP
11:00-17:00. THE NORTH ATLANTIC HARBOUR BATH WITH KVIK KASTRUP
11:00-17:00. THE NORTH ATLANTIC HARBOUR BATH WITH KVIK KASTRUP
Danhostel Copenhagen City celebrates the inauguration of the Harbour Circle with hot Latin vibes. They serve tacos with delicious garnish and grilled corn from the BBQ. Take a break by Langebro where you can enjoy homemade virgin lemonade, ginger shots and chilled beer while Latin American dancers bring summer to the city.

12:00-16:00
TACOS AND SALSA AT LANGEBRO

12:00-21:00
ENJOY COPENHAGEN STREET FOOD BY THE HARBOURFRONT

HOP ABOARD A SCHOONER
Join a 90-minute sailing trip along the Harbour Circle toward the sluice in Sydhavnen hosted by United Sailing Ships. Along the route you can enjoy views of the various activities as well as several of the harbour’s landmarks, including the Black Diamond, Kalvebod bolig, the two converted silos and the H.C. Ørsted power station – and enjoy the awesome view of the two drawbridges being opened for passage, Knippelsbro and Langebro.

12:00-17:00
LUNCH WITH HARBOUR VIEWS

In the heart of Copenhagen, surrounded by the royal palace and the buzzing life of the harbour, Restaurant SALT invites you for a Sunday matinee on their 200 sq.m. wooden waterside terrace by Admiral Kaj. Here you can enjoy the sunshine and the sound of strings. On the occasion of the opening of the Harbour Circle you can also enjoy a glass of bubbles and oysters at a favourable price.

12:00-17:00
STRINGS, OYSTERS AND BUBBLES BY THE HARBOUR

Copenhagen Street Food on Papirøen (Paper Island) is a melting pot where food, culture and sustainability go hand in hand. Food stalls and food trucks offer street food from 13 different countries. And you can enjoy cold drinks in the deckchairs with views to the city’s magnificent waterfront.

12:00-16:00
HARBOUR BURGER BY THE WATERFRONT

We celebrate the inauguration of the Harbour Cycle on 29 May 2016 with a special offer on our famous harbour burger. Drop by on your trip and indulge in a light lunch on our outdoor terrace.

12:00-16:00
ENJOY COPENHAGEN STREET FOOD BY THE HARBOURFRONT

Copenhagen Street Food on Papirøen (Paper Island) is a melting pot where food, culture and sustainability go hand in hand. Food stalls and food trucks offer street food from 13 different countries. And you can enjoy cold drinks in the deckchairs with views to the city’s magnificent waterfront.

12:00-17:00
LUNCH WITH HARBOUR VIEWS

Enjoy lunch in the open with a wonderful view of the harbour. Choose from our menu and enjoy beer, wine and other chilled beverages. Also drop by Claus Meyer and Niels Lan Doky’s jazz club and sign up for a competition with a chance of winning free tickets for the summer concerts where world stars meet aspiring young talents under the heading “New Legacy Concerts”.

All events are free of charge – except catering points.

Please note that guided tours and swimming at Islands Brygge Harbour Bath have limited capacity and are in Danish. Tickets are allocated on a first-come, first-served basis.

Exploring the whole Harbour Cycle route and its many activities in just one day can be a challenge. To make it easier, you can spend several days exploring Copenhagen’s diverse harbourfront districts.

havneringen.dk